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1 Introduction
The TIMBRE project shall overcome existing barriers to brownfield regeneration by
developing and providing customised problem- and target-oriented packages of approaches,
technologies and tools. As a unique asset, these packages shall deliberately include the
cultural and administrative characteristics and their regionally distinctive features. By
providing a customisable toolbox specifically addressing the diverse processes that have to
be dealt with during the course of a regeneration project, end-users shall be enabled to find
best practice based solutions. Improvement of existing means to support brownfield
regeneration shall be further accomplished by filling methodological core topics such as
intelligent remediation in terms of technological advancements with regard to
phytoremediation and partial source removal technologies. The project shall deliver a tailored
training and dissemination programme as part of an information centre that will transfer
existing and emerging knowledge to the scientific community and end-users. The project
started on 1st January 2011. Find more information on TIMBRE online: www.timbreproject.eu.
The main objective in TIMBRE’s Working Package 6 (WP6) is to develop a customisable
open-source web based tool, which enables end-users to develop and evaluate their own
ideas of the future uses of brownfields and contaminated sites. The objective of this
“TIMBRE web based site assessment and re-use planning tool (SAT)” is to provide better
support to projects in the screening stage, when possibilities with regard to future use of the
sites need to be explored, holistically evaluated and communicated. In order to provide
European-wide use and benefit of the tool, the goal has been to provide a user friendly web
based graphical user interface (GUI) comprising diverse models and methods (‘modules’)
and providing the necessary GIS functionalities, e.g. for creation of land use allocation maps,
definition of use-oriented and risk-based remediation targets, analyses of conflicts between
environmental quality targets/thresholds and existing contamination level, remediation cost
and market value estimation, sustainability assessment, etc.
In addition to the TIMBRE web based site assessment and re-use planning tool (SAT) itself,
a concept for implementing additional modules (“add-ons”) was developed, in order to pave
the way for a continuous expansion and adaptability to user needs of the web based tool in
future.
The purpose of this report is twofold. First, it provides a guideline for the implementation of
further methods or models, which may help in the integrated assessment of re-use options at
contaminated sites and which may improve the TIMBRE web based site assessment and reuse planning tool (SAT) as ‘add-ons’. The guideline covers all steps necessary for the
successful implementation of such add-ons. The second purpose is to provide one detailed
example for such an add-on implementation. Here, a methodology that had been developed
by TIMBRE partner Jena-Geos® (JG) to assess the proportionality of risk mitigation
measures was chosen as an example.
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This report serves as the TIMBRE project’s Deliverable number 6.2. Please note that two
further reports complement the documentation of the achievements made in TIMBRE’s WP6:



D6.1 describes the TIMBRE web based site assessment and re-use planning tool
(SAT) that forms the basis for the add-on implementation – reading of D6.1 is
recommended to get full understanding of the guideline presented below, and



D6.3 describes the application of the web based tool (including its add-on) at the
TIMBRE model sites in Romania, Poland and Germany.

While TIMBRE’s web based site assessment and re-use planning tool (SAT) is still being
further developed, it is available via http://www.timbre-project.eu/SAT.html or directly at
http://89.38.157.5:8089/timbre/. Upon finishing, the public version of the tool will be moved to
an official TIMBRE server.
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2 Intended services, general concept and structure of the
TIMBRE web based site assessment and re-use planning
tool
The TIMBRE web based site assessment and re-use planning tool (SAT) is intended to serve
the purpose of initiating and fostering communication among stakeholders with respect to
several aspects:
Information

 How is the situation at a given (contaminated) brownfield?

Planning

 Joint design of multiple alternative brownfield re-use options

Assessment

 Appropriateness of the site in general for re-use and related measures or
of the implementation of particular re-use options

The tool is specifically designed for use by interested stakeholders including non-experts, i.e.
laypeople. By providing “light” versions of diverse existing expert desktop software programs
for planning and assessment, the tool offers a wider group of users the utilization of these
software programs via the internet. The capabilities of the web based “light” versions are
limited as compared to the desktop versions in the sense that only a subset of input
parameters is changeable by the user, i.e. those kinds of parameters that can reasonably be
specified by non‐experts. The web based version, therefore, has limited capabilities in terms
of interactive data handling by end users, but has full assessment and modelling features
and works on the full data set used by the expert version.
Application of the web based tool is only possible after preparation of required project data.
This preparation is done by experts grounded in contaminated site revitalization in order to
guarantee a sensible use of the web based tool’s capabilities. The preparation includes the
application of the desktop software programs and results in a full project data set containing
all relevant data: all types of maps describing the situation at the site (e.g. existing land use,
distribution of contamination in soil and groundwater), values of input parameter of
assessment modules, default answers to queries used in assessment, etc.
The structure of the web tool and implemented modules is illustrated in Figure 1. The
structure reflects the intended services (see above). It is distinguished between



site-specific assessment modules that evaluate the situation/conditions at a site with
respect to a particular aspect (e.g. bioenergy potential) in general (for the site but not
specific to a certain re-use option), and



option-specific assessment modules that evaluate the situation/conditions at a site
with respect to a particular aspect and a particular re-use option (e.g. estimation of
costs for remediation required to implement the re-use option)

Additions to the tool can be made with respect to both types of assessment modules. The
module chosen here as an example, the methodology to assess the proportionality of risk
mitigation measures, is of type ‘site-specific’ and was integrated accordingly (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Structure of the TIMBRE web based site assessment and re-use planning tool (SAT).
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3 Generic description of the add-on development process
3.1

Why add-ons?

There might be several reasons for consideration of an add-on to the existing planning and
assessment tool. Most likely, the initiative to complement the existing assessment modules
will start with the recognition of some deficit on the existing tool. This may refer to some
aspect of brownfield re-use that is either not considered so far (e.g. discounted earnings for
specific re-use options) or is considered only insufficiently (e.g. quantitative assessment of
environmental impact, some aspects of which are only qualitatively considered in the existing
sustainability assessment module).
A demand for adding a new module may also result from legal requirements that can be
fulfilled only by application of a specific evaluation method, which is not yet implemented in
the tool.
Furthermore, the initiative of extending the tool’s functionality may be taken by a consultant,
who wishes to see his/her assessment methodology integrated in the web based tool.
The addition to the existing tool might be made in the course of an ongoing project that is
already being investigated by help of the web based SAT or it can be made in view of a
future application of it, e.g. to account for requirements in a particular country, where the SAT
has not been applied to so far.
Insufficient consideration of an aspect of brownfield re-use may of course also refer to an
assessment method that is already implemented but does not meet the expectations of one
or more users. To give a couple of examples: (i) it may be seen as an insufficiency that input
parameters cannot be modified by the user but default values previous set by an expert are
used, (ii) the output of the method (the way it is currently implemented) is not as expected
(e.g. results are not detailed enough or not visualized in the expected form). If in these cases
existing modules will be updated, we would not speak of an add-on.

3.2

Who might be involved?

A number of actors are likely to be involved in any add-on development for the TIMBRE web
based SAT, as will become clearer with the description of the entire process in the following
subsections. Here, these different actors are defined in terms of what they (typically)
contribute to the development process.
1. The “initiator(s)”. Institution, person or group of persons, who recognized the deficit
and decide to spend the resources required to ‘make an add-on’.
2. The “developer(s)”. Group of people, who substantiate the idea to extend the
TIMBRE web based site assessment and re-use planning tool (SAT) with an
additional method or functionality.
3. The “add-on owner”. Institution, which owns the tool or methodology that should be
implemented as add-on. Could be the “initiator(s)” or the “developer(s)”.
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4. The “programmer(s)”. Scientists/experts, who can provide help with the design of
the add-on and will be responsible of the technical implementation. “Programmer(s)”
might be part of the group of “developer(s)”.
5. The “host”. Institution, which is hosting the TIMBRE web based site assessment and
re-use planning tool (SAT) (currently: The Technical University of Civil Engineering of
Bucharest – UTCB, in future: Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research – UFZ or
Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen – TUB).

3.3

From the first idea to implementation

3.3.1 Step-wise process
Although the steps to be taken for realizing a successful implementation of an add-on do
depend on the number, role and knowledge of involved people and institutions, the
implementation process will more or less follow the steps depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 2: Typical steps required to implement an add-on
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3.3.2 Development of concept
A fundamental premise for the integration of a new assessment module in the web based
tool is that the final product, the add-on, will be in line with the overall idea of the web based
tool to provide decision support specifically designed for interested stakeholder including
laypeople.
The concept for the implementation of the add-on should ensure that the add-on can be used
without overstraining the skills of intended end-users. The existing (expert) methodology or
tool may have to be adapted accordingly. Most likely, the adaptation will mean to simplify the
use of the methodology or tool, i.e. to produce a “light” version of the existing methodology or
tool.
“Light” version, however, will not mean that the assessment features of the add-on tool or the
quality of its results will necessarily be reduced compared to the existing (original)
methodology or tool. The “light” version will provide limited capabilities in terms of a reduced
set of required input parameters. Only those kinds of parameters that can be reasonably
specified also by non‐experts will be interactively modifiable. The add-on may work on the
full data set although only a little part of the data will be interactively handled by the user of
the web based tool. All those parameter that can be sensibly set only by experts will be
uploaded to the web tool and will serve as ‘hidden input’.
As a consequence, the original methodology or tool need to be applied to the brownfield to
prepare the full data set and to accomplish the prerequisites for the application of the add-on
as part of the web based tool.
A good implementation concept accounts for and answers the following questions:



Which parameter/data can be reasonably specified by a non-expert user and will
have to be managed through interactive input?



Which parameter/data will be set fixed or determined in the course of the preparation
phase (i.e. application of the original method or tool in advance of using the webbased version of the add-on tool)?



How can the interactive input be best organized to ease the use of the add-on?



How should the add-on’s results be displayed (degree of detail, degree of
simplification, etc.)?

The concept should be described in sufficient detail. It should enable the “programmer(s)” to
get an overview about the add-on’s intended capabilities and to identify potential challenges
from the programmer’s perspective.
“Developers” and “programmers” will check together the feasibility of the implementation
concept. If individual features will be not implementable or would require extraordinary
expenditures, a revision of the concept should be considered.
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3.3.3 Development of implementation manual
The implementation manual defines all features of the add-on implementation and provides a
clear and detailed description of the add-on, including



the technical concept (e.g. overview about data flow, data processing units, etc.),



the design and structure of the graphical user interface (GUI) necessary to define
input and to display output of the add-on (detailed description including expected
input forms – checkboxes, labels, drop down menu, registers, input fields, etc. – and
output forms – bar chart, plain text, xy plots, tables, images, raster maps, vector
maps, etc.),



the input data, which need to be uploaded (e.g. structure, content and format of
‘config’ and other files – where appropriate),



the input and output (content and format) of the processing unit (in the D6.1 report
also denoted as ‘calculation engine’) that performs the assessment,



the interface between GUI and processing unit: how (where, in which format) is
interactive user input stored and linked to processing unit, and



in case of option-specific assessment: linkage to land use maps created in the
planning unit.

3.3.4 Technical implementation
The technical implementation typically consists of server side tasks (Web GUI development)
and the programming of the processing unit (calculation engine), which is typically made
externally and will make use of existing source code if available. The engine will be compiled
for execution on the server platform (Windows). In case of ‘simple’ assessment routines or
logics an immediate coding ( JavaScript) may be considered.
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4 Example: Development of the MESOTES add-on
4.1

Background: MESOTES as a part of Optirisk

4.1.1 Introduction
The MESOTES tool serves the evaluation of proportionate remediation measures at
contaminated brownfields based on assessment of soil functions in line with legal
requirements – as tool developed in a German project Optirisk (http://www.optirisk.de/en/), it
is reflecting the legal norm of the German Federal Soil Protection Act (BBodSchG, 1998).
The system operates with the classification of the two risk factors 1) Extent of effects and 2)
Level of sensibility (depending on type of reuse) to assess the impairment and relevance of
each soil function at the specific site. As a result of applying MESOTES, the soil functions
are ranked into corresponding risk classes, thus proportionate remediation measures can be
deduced in dependence on intended re-use of the site.

4.1.2 Concept of risk-based evaluation framework
The MESOTES method has been developed as part of the framework OPTIRISK for the
prediction of risks at brownfields in Germany. The estimation of risks to the environment (soil,
surface water, and groundwater) is based on the graduation of two risk factors which are
most important to evaluate risks resulting from contaminations at brownfields. These factors
take into due account the principle of proportionality while combining the two factors extent
of effects on protected resource and re-use specific level of sensibility of protected
resource.
Both of these risk factors are ranked in a four-stage matrix, which generates a twodimensional decision matrix to deduce appropriate remediation actions (Roselt et al., 2009).
A general illustration of the decision matrix is given in Figure 3.
With this matrix the risks to protected resources resulting from contaminations are
differentiated into 6 Risk Classes (RC):
- RC 1: no risk

- RC 3: low risk

- RC 5: high risk

- RC 2: very low risk

- RC 4: mid-level risk

- RC 6: very high risk
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Figure 3: MESOTES risk-based decision matrix

4.1.3 Implications for remedial actions accounting for the principle of
proportionality
The proportionality of remediation actions depends on the position of the protected resource
inside the matrix. Usually, it is proportionate to remove, to treat or to remediate acute risks
respectively acute hazards (RC 6: very high risks) as well as high risks (RC 5) and, in most
cases, also mid-level risks (RC 4). However, it is disproportionate to implement remediation
actions within the low-level risk area (RC 1, RC 2) if it is ascertained that no hazards arises
from protected resources. In addition, those of the remediation actions, which reduce the
risks more than one risk class, are often disproportionate, too, with the exception of very high
risks (RC 6) (Roselt et al., 2009).
As a result of risk assessment for environmental media, the classification of the risks can be
summarized in following matrix illustrated below. On this basis, appropriate and proportional
remediation actions can be inferred for every protected resource relative to the site specific
situation and the intended reuse, as well as related to specific clean-up standards.
The implications for proportionate remediation actions are illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Risk-based remediation targets and possible effects of remedial actions

Proportionate remediation goals are:
- RC 3 (low risk)

→ for industrial reuse

- RC 2 (very low risk) → for residential reuse
- RC 1 (no risk)

→ for reuse as children’s playground

In most cases the actions involve a reduction of the effect on protected resources (vertical
red arrows). Even a reduction of the sensibility of protected resources as remediation action
is possible, for example in terms of reuse restrictions (horizontal red arrows), also for
subareas (Roselt et al., 2009).
Usually, not all environmental media have the same relevance at a site. For example
groundwater resources, which are used for drinking water production, are protected by law.
However, groundwater resources, which are (only) used for process water supply, are less
valuable and subject to less protection. Nevertheless, all environmental media have a certain
importance for the ecosystem (Roselt et al., 2009) and a certain protection, which needs to
be rated to identify the existing risks.
The receptors, which are evaluated with MESOTES, are: soils and their functions, surface
waters and groundwater bodies.
www.timbre-project.eu
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4.1.4 References
BBodSchG – Gesetz zum Schutz vor schädlichen Bodenveränderungen und zur Sanierung
von Altlasten (Bundes-Bodenschutzgesetz), 1998. Bundesgesetzblatt, Teil 1, S. 502, zuletzt
geändert am 24.2.2012 (BGBl. I S. 212).
Roselt, K., Homuth, A., Hesse, G, Rauschenbach, C., Zill, T., Quaas, I., Drusche, V and A.
Thor, 2009: Handlungsempfehlungen zur Optimierung von Standortentwicklungskonzepten
für ökologisch belastete Grundstücke – Ratgeber für Kommunen und Planer. Project report,
http://www.optirisk.de/de/handlungsempfehlungen/

4.2

Rationale for MESOTES as an add-on

The MESOTES tool is part of JG’s assessment framework Optirisk. The tool supports the
determination of feasible remediation targets and risk reduction measures taking due
account of the principle of proportionality.
Optirisk/MESOTES has been numerously applied in Germany. It is well established and has
meanwhile become a standard methodology in JG’s project work.
Given the relevance of MESOTES for JG and the available resources of JG in WP6, the tool
was an obvious choice for serving as the example to demonstrate the supplementation of the
TIMBRE web based re-use planning and assessment tool (SAT).

4.3

Steps of implementing the MESOTES add-on

The individual steps that were required to implement the MESOTES add-on are sketched in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Schedule of implementing MESOTES as add-on of the web based planning and
assessment tool.
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The MESOTES implementation concept

In a first step, JG and TUB decided to set the focus of the web implementation of MESOTES
on the compartment soil and related protection or remediation measures.
Secondly, the contents of the queries were examined and structured according to the type of
the respective soil function (natural, archive or use-related). The structure of
functions/queries is shown in Figure 6. It was agreed that the web implementation should
reflect the hierarchy of types of functions and related queries through a system of main
dropdown bars and sub dropdown bars (tabs). Furthermore, the two-step evaluation of the
situation at the site with respect to relevance on one hand (= 1st step) and with respect to the
extent of effects (already occurred and expected) on the other hand (= 2nd step) should also
be reflected.
Natural functions of soil

1a) Livelihood and habitat

Bar 1

1b) Part of ecosystem

Bar 2

1c) Groundwater protection

Bar 3

Archive function of soil

2) Natural and cultural archive

Bar 4

Use functions of soil

3a) Resource deposit

Bar 5

3b) Area for settlement and recreation

Bar 6

3c) Area for agriculture and forestry
3d) Area for other economic and
public uses

Bar 7
Bar 8

Figure 6: First design draft of the MESOTES start screen, including consideration of and
reference to the respective functionalities.

All queries were translated into English by JG (see Table 1 to Table 8 below).
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A first idea about how to make the queries amenable to quantification was also developed
(see column “Criteria” Table 1 to Table 8, which gives (a) the value for the option button
according to end user selection, and (b) the label for the option button).
As a result of applying MESOTES, the two risk factors (relevance vs. extent of effects) are
ranked into a four-stage matrix, which generates a risk area figured as decision matrix to
deduce proportionate remediation measures (see details in section 4.1 above). It was agreed
to display the results in a 4th main dropdown bar.
It was proposed to process the end user’s input by means of a Python script. The script shall
convert the answers given to the eight queries into coordinates and plotted into the decision
matrix (provided as background template image). A result graph (also *.PNG file) is
produced.
Finally, the concept was discussed with the programmers (UTCB). It was agreed that the
concept is feasible with respect to all aspects (input, processing of input, output).
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Table 1: Dropdown sub tab 1a: Livelihood and habitat
Step 1 – Assessment of relevance / sensibility
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

robust

At the present state there are no designations related to planning law as industrial /
commercial area, mixed use area, housing area or park area. The site is not used
as such and the previous use does not show any clues for a relevance of this soil
function.

①

partly
damageable

The site is designated related to planning law as industrial / commercial area,
mixed use area, housing area or park area and is used or was partly used as such.

②

damageable

The site is designated related to planning law as industrial / commercial area,
mixed use area, housing area or park area and is used or was used for the
predominant part as such. The major part of the property is assigned to the habitat
of humans.

③

highly
sensitive

The site is designated related to planning law as industrial / commercial area,
mixed use area, housing area or park area. This classification and the actual use
are dominating all other functions.

Step 2 – Assessment of extent of effect / degree of impact
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

unaffected

At the present state there are no indications or suspicions deducible from the former
use of the site or its relevant surrounding which would be able to cause hazards for
the effective path soil  human and/or there are available (analytical) results of site
investigations which except any endangerment for the soil function.

①

minimal
affected

There are ascertained or to be prognosticated hazardous soil pollutions for the
effective path soil  human due to organoleptic and/or technical investigations
which result from the former site use or its relevant surrounding. However, the
endangerment is minimal and/or the spread of contamination is localised at smaller
subareas so that the soil function is widely unimpaired.

②

damaged

There are existing hazardous soil pollutions for the effective path soil  human due
to the former site use or its relevant surrounding. The evidence is provided
organoleptic or technic-analytical. The endangerment of the soil is to be estimated
as high that significant harmful effects on the soil and a failure of the soil function
are probable, at least at subareas.

③

destroyed

There are existing hazardous soil pollutions for the effective path soil  human due
to the former site use or its relevant surrounding. The evidence is provided
organoleptic or technic-analytical. The endangerment of the soil is to such an extent
that wide site areas are effected massively and the soil function does not work at
status quo.
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Table 2: Dropdown sub tab 1b: Part of ecosystem
Step 1 – Assessment of relevance / sensibility
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

robust

Due to location and extent of the site the soil function is such irrelevant that the
soil does not have any regulation function in the ecosystem or that this function is
negligible. At status quo the soil only has low functions in terms of water and
nutrient regime.

①

partly
damageable

With regard to the small site area size the site only has a minor share of the
ecosystem and/or the soil has low influence on water regime and/or a low share of
nutrient regime.

②

damageable

The major part of the site is close to nature. The soil is an indispensable part of
the ecosystem and has significant influence on water regime (runoff control,
groundwater recharge) and/or significant share of nutrient regime.

③

highly
sensitive

The site is very close to nature so that site characteristics are determined by the
ecosystem function of the soil. The site is of major importance concerning location
and area size as well as regulation of the ecosystem.

Step 2 – Assessment of extent of effect / degree of impact
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

unaffected

The soil of the site is not or inessentially anthropogenic overprinted. There are no
indications or suspicions for contamination.

①

minimal
affected

There are ascertained or to be prognosticated hazardous soil pollutions due to
organoleptic and/or technical investigations. The soil pollutions are low, with less
relevance for the environment and/or spotty. Due to mechanical and/or chemical
influences the natural runoff control to surface waters, the natural groundwater
recharge and/or the nutrient provision are affected by soil. These impairments are
negligible and/or exist only at smaller subareas. The evidence is provided
organoleptic or technic-analytical. The soil function is mostly intact.

②

damaged

Soil interventions over wide site areas resulted from sealing, compaction,
replacement and/or anthropogenic overprint including chemical impairments
(pollutants). Thus the soil cannot meet its requirements in view of the natural
runoff control to surface waters, the natural groundwater recharge and/or the
nutrient provision over wide site areas. In the affected areas harmful changes of
soil and a failure of the soil function are probable. The evidence is provided
organoleptic or technic-analytical.

③

destroyed

Such massive interventions in soil over wide site areas has taken place through
sealing, compaction, replacement and/or anthropogenic overprint including
chemical impairments (pollutants) that the soil cannot meet its requirements in
view of the natural runoff control to surface waters, the natural groundwater
recharge and/or the nutrient provision over the whole site. The evidence is
provided organoleptic or technic-analytical.
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Table 3: Dropdown sub tab 1c: Groundwater protection
Step 1 – Assessment of relevance / sensibility
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

robust

There are no groundwater resources in the site’s surroundings.

①

partly
damageable

There are only floating groundwater resources in the site’s surroundings, also in
cohesive soil horizons. Due to the property use, the site is such effectively
sealed over wide areas that the groundwater protection function is only
subsidiary.

②

damageable

The soil has an important function for groundwater protection.

③

highly
sensitive

The groundwater protection function dominates the use against all other soil
functions. Example: water production facilities and its surrounding

Step 2 – Assessment of extent of effect / degree of impact
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

unaffected

There are no indications or suspicions for contamination. The groundwater
protection function is unimpaired.

①

minimal
affected

Soil contaminations are ascertained or to be prognosticated due to organoleptic
and/or technical investigations. The soil pollutions are low, with less relevance
for the environment and/or spotty. A spread of contamination is not to be
prognosticated or only to a minor degree. The soil function is mostly intact.

②

damaged

A strong pollution is ascertained at the site. For example, pollutants with high
environmental relevance have soaked the record over subareas of the site. The
groundwater protection function is ineffective and harmful changed at subareas.

③

destroyed

A strong pollution is ascertained at the site. For example, pollutants with high
environmental relevance significantly have soaked the record over wide areas
of the site. Due to the site use and its relevant surrounding, the soil function is
impaired such as massive over large areas that the soil function works no longer
at status quo.
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Table 4: Dropdown sub tab 2: Natural and cultural archive
Step 1 – Assessment of relevance / sensibility
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

robust

There are no designations related to planning law for natural or cultural history
protection.

①

partly
damageable

There are designations related to planning law for natural or cultural history
protection at smaller subareas of the site.

②

damageable

There are designations related to planning law for natural or cultural history
protection for the mainly part of the site.

③

highly
sensitive

The designations related to planning law as natural or cultural monument
concern the whole site. This protection status dominates all other uses.

Step 2 – Assessment of extent of effect / degree of impact
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

unaffected

The soil of the site is not or inessentially anthropogenic overprinted. There are
no indications or suspicions for contamination.

①

minimal
affected

From the former site use or its relevant surrounding there are ascertained or to
be prognosticated hazardous soil pollutions, mechanical or other changes of the
soil due to organoleptic and/or technical investigations. However, the
endangerment is minimal and/or the spread of contamination is localised at
smaller subareas so that the archive function is widely unimpaired.

②

damaged

Harmful soil pollutions, mechanical and other impairments of the soil resulted
from the former site use or its relevant surrounding. The evidence is provided
organoleptic or technic-analytical. The impairment of the soil is to be estimated
as high that significant harmful effects on the soil and a failure of the soil
function are probable, at least at subareas.

③

destroyed

Due to the site use or the use of the relevant site surrounding, the soil is such
massive impacted and damaged over wide site areas that the archive function
is destroyed.
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Table 5: Dropdown sub tab 3a: Resource deposit
Step 1 – Assessment of relevance / sensibility
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

robust

At the site subsoil there are no economically exploitable resources.

①

partly
damageable

There are indications for the existence of economically exploitable resources at
the site subsoil.

②

damageable

The site is designated related to planning law as priority or reserve area for
mining.

③

highly
sensitive

The site is designated related to planning law as resource deposit. The deposit
covers at least the whole site area and dominates the use for resource
exploitation.

Step 2 – Assessment of extent of effect / degree of impact
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

unaffected

The soil of the site is not or inessentially anthropogenic overprinted. There are
no indications or suspicions for contamination.

①

minimal
affected

From the former site use or its relevant surrounding there are ascertained or to
be prognosticated hazardous soil pollutions, mechanical or other changes of the
soil due to organoleptic and/or technical investigations. However, the
endangerment is minimal and/or the spread of contamination is localised at
smaller subareas so that the soil function is widely unimpaired. The resource
deposit is mostly exploitable.

②

damaged

The impairment of the soil is to be estimated as high that significant harmful
effects on the soil and a failure of the soil function are probable, at least at
subareas. The quality of the resource deposit is affected.

③

destroyed

Due to the site use and its relevant surrounding, the soil function is impaired
such as massive over large areas that the soil function works no longer at
status quo.
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Table 6 Dropdown sub tab 3b: Area for settlement and recreation
Step 1 – Assessment of relevance / sensibility
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

robust

There are no designations related to planning law for uses as settlement or
recreation at the site.

①

partly
demageable

There are designations related to planning law for uses as settlement or
recreation at smaller site subareas.

②

damageable

There are designations related to planning law for uses as settlement or
recreation at the mainly part of the site.

③

highly
sensitive

The designations related to planning law for uses as settlement or recreation
concern the whole site. These designations dominate all other uses.

Step 2 – Assessment of extent of effect / degree of impact
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

unaffected

At the present state there are no indications or suspicions deducible from the
former use of the site or its relevant surrounding which would be able to cause
hazards for the effective path soil  human and/or there are available
(analytical) results of site investigations which except any endangerment for
the soil function.

①

minimal
affected

There are ascertained or to be prognosticated hazardous soil pollutions for the
effective path soil  human due to organoleptic and/or technical investigations
which result from the former site use or its relevant surrounding. However, the
endangerment is minimal and/or the spread of contamination is localised at
smaller subareas so that the soil function is widely unimpaired. The site is
available for settlement and recreation.

②

damaged

There are existing hazardous soil pollutions for the effective path soil  human
due to the former site use or its relevant surrounding. The evidence is provided
organoleptic or technic-analytical. The impairment of the soil is to be estimated
as high that significant harmful effects on the soil and a failure of the soil
function are probable, at least at subareas. An unrestricted use of the site for
settlement and recreation is not possible without implementation of suitable
measures.

③

destroyed

The impairment of the soil is massive concerning existing contamination and
affects the whole site area. A use of the site for settlement and recreation is
impossible at status quo.
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Table 7: Dropdown sub tab 3c: Area for agriculture and forestry
Step 1 – Assessment of relevance / sensibility
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

robust

There are no designations related to planning law for agricultural or forestry
uses at the site.

①

partly
demageable

There are designations related to planning law for agricultural or forestry uses
at smaller site subareas.

②

damageable

There are designations related to planning law for agricultural or forestry uses
at the mainly part of the site.

③

highly
sensitive

The designations related to planning law for agricultural or forestry uses
concern the whole site. These designations dominate all other uses.

Step 2 – Assessment of extent of effect / degree of impact
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

unaffected

At the present state there are no indications or suspicions deducible from the
former use of the site or its relevant surrounding which would be able to cause
hazards for the effective path soil  crop plant and/or there are available
(analytical) results of site investigations which except any endangerment for the
soil function.

①

minmal
affected

Due to mechanical and/or chemical influences, impairments of the agricultural or
forestry usability of the soil have emerged. The evidence is provided
organoleptic or technic-analytical. However, the endangerment is minimal
and/or the spread of contamination is localised at smaller subareas so that the
soil function is widely unimpaired. The site is available for agricultural and
forestry uses.

②

damaged

There are existing hazardous soil pollutions for the effective path soil  crop
plant due to the former site use or its relevant surrounding. The evidence is
provided organoleptic or technic-analytical. The impairment of the soil is to be
estimated as high that significant harmful effects on the soil and a failure of the
soil function are probable, at least at subareas. An unrestricted use of the site
for agriculture and forestry is not possible without implementation of suitable
measures.

③

destroyed

The impairment of the soil is massive concerning existing contamination and
affects the whole site area. A use of the site for agriculture and forestry is
impossible at status quo.
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Table 8: Dropdown sub tab 3d: Area for other economic and public uses
Step 1 – Assessment of relevance / sensibility
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

robust

There are no designations related to planning law for other economic and public
uses, transport, supply and disposal services at the site.

①

partly
demageable

There are designations related to planning law for other economic and public
uses, transport, supply and disposal services at smaller site subareas.

②

damageable

There are designations related to planning law for other economic and public
uses, transport, supply and disposal services at the mainly part of the site.

③

highly
sensitive

The designations related to planning law for other economic and public uses,
transport supply and disposal services concern the whole site and are of mainly
importance as compared to the site surrounding. There are no other
possibilities for such uses in the nearer site surrounding.

Step 2 – Assessment of extent of effect / degree of impact
Criteria

Description / examples

⓪

unaffected

At the present state there are no indications or suspicions deducible from the
former use of the site or its relevant surrounding which would be able to cause
hazards for the effective path soil  human and/or there are available
(analytical) results of site investigations which except any endangerment for the
soil function.

①

minimal
affected

There are ascertained or to be prognosticated hazardous soil pollutions for the
effective path soil  human due to organoleptic and/or technical investigations
which result from the former site use or its relevant surrounding. However, the
endangerment is minimal and/or the spread of contamination is localised at
smaller subareas so that the soil function is widely unimpaired. The site is
available for industrial or commercial uses. OR: The contamination are high
and/or spread over wide site areas. Nevertheless, the effective path soil 
human is protected through efficient sealing and is to be preserved in the frame
of the intended reuse.

②

damaged

There are existing hazardous soil pollutions for the effective path soil  human
due to the former site use or its relevant surrounding. The evidence is provided
organoleptic or technic-analytical. The impairment of the soil is to be estimated
as high that significant harmful effects on the soil and a failure of the soil function
are probable, at least at subareas. An unrestricted industrial or commercial use
of the site is not possible without implementation of suitable measures.

③

destroyed

The impairment of the soil is massive concerning existing contamination and
affects the whole site area. An industrial or commercial use of the site is
impossible at status quo.
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The MESOTES implementation manual

The implementation manual describes all relevant features and aspects of implementation in
detail. The following sections exactly present the manual’s contents.

4.5.1 Features to be implemented
The GUI layout for this module is depicted in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
The workflow for the module is as follows (specific implementation notes are given in the
next section 4.5.2):
1. End user interaction: In the proposed version, this module does require a site
specific end user input in terms of selecting options from predefined queries.
As a result, a plot will be displayed the contents of which depend on the answers
made to the queries.
2. End user selections need to be written by the web tool to a configuration file, which
serves as input file for the module’s calculation engine (see also following 3rd point
and Sections 4.5.3 for details).
NOTE: Changes to this concept were made during the implementation process, end
user inputs are now internally saved within the web tool, cf. Section 4.6 for details.
3. Assessment calculation engine:
a. Running the calculation engine is similar to the other Python scripts on the
server. It is executed after user clicked on button ‘Start/Run Assessment’
NOTE: assessment refers to this module only, button will be part of sub tab
‘MESOTES’ ( see Figure 8), do not mix up with scenario-specific
assessment that is started from tab ‘Planning Tool’).
b. The Python script
i. utilizes a new, module specific configuration file with a few mandatory
parameters as input file (see point 2 above), a plot template file, and it
ii. outputs a PNG file containing the results plot.
See details for input and output in Section 4.5.3.
Additional requirements (i.e. mandatory Python modules) to run the calculation
engine are given in Section 5.1.
4. Visualization of results is
(a) based on parsing the calculation engine result *.PNG: One output PNG showing
the results plot (alternative output file formats like JPG, PDF, GIF for plot image
can be adjusted via the call argument of the Python code).
(b) additional text below PNG image (see Table 9)
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Figure 7 Scenario specific assessment, sub register tab ‘MESOTES’.
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Figure 8. Scenario specific assessment, sub register tab ‘MESOTES’, assessment results.

Table 9: Dropdown sub tab 4: Summary of results
As a result of applying MESOTES, both risk factors are ranked into a four-stage matrix which generates a
risk area figured as decision matrix to deduce proportionate remediation measures. By the use of testing
criteria a position inside the matrix is assigned to each soil function in line with German Federal Soil
Protection Act (BBodSchG). With the decision matrix the risks for each soil function are differentiated into
6 risk classes (RC):
RC 1: no risk
RC 2: very low risk
RC 3: low risk
RC 4: mid-level risk
RC 5: high risk
RC 6: very high risk
The practical application of that risk-based evaluation is implemented in a way that a risk classification for
every soil function can be realized for each brownfield site - dependent on the type of reuse and related to
specific remediation standards. As a result, every soil function is ranked in one field of the 6 risk classes.
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4.5.2 GUI elements
The GUI elements are explained in the following list (numbers refer to numbers in Figure 7
and Figure 8 above).
1. Site specific assessment tab is active.
2. MESOTES tab is active.
3. Disclaimer, info text box and 3b: Module INFO button (leads to formatted background
information). Content for Module Info is given in Textbox 1).
4. Info text for the user.
5. Dropdown bars for assessment queries and results.
a. Functions values (results from end user’s answers to queries) go to parameter
function[0.. (n-1)], with n being parameter n_functions=8.
b. Additional text explanation for sub function dropdown bar or directly below
(given in section 4.4, Table 1 to Table 8, phrase below table captions).
c. Here, we have dropdown bars for the 3 main query functions and one
additional bar for display of results:
The 3 main query functions have sub function dropdown bars. There are 3
sub function dropdown bars for the 1st main query function, one for the 2nd,
and 4 for the 3rd main query function (see section 4.4: Figure 6).
(Only relevant for Python script: These “dimensions” are defined by config file
parameters function_n_subgroups=x and subgroup[0..x-1]={list of integers;
≤ n})
 Each sub function has two steps with each step having 4 options to select
from (see section 4.4: Table 1 to Table 8).
6. Dropdown bar for 1st main query function, showing dropdown ‘1b: Part of ecosystem’
a. Subgroup[0]=2  pointing to the 2nd sub function of 1st main function
b. Steps 1 and 2 are displayed, with 4 options per step (values range between 0
and 3 for both steps, being <intStep1>, <intStep2>).
7. Selection of options give values for function[1]=1,1 ( if 2nd option has been selected
in both steps, only step 1 is visible in Figure 8, scroll down will lead to step 2). Texts
for each sub function’s steps 1 and 2 are given in Table 1 to Table 8 in section 4.4.
NOTE: Regardless of subdivision in to main- and sub-functions for this module,
writing the end user selection for each sub function to the module’s config file is like
this:
1st sub function: option selections from step1/step2 go to function[0]=< intStep1>,<
intStep2>, 2nd sub function option button selections go to function[1]=< intStep1>,<
intStep2>, … and so on, where the integer values correspond with the option button
selection made by end user (see tables in section 3 for respective option button
values).
8. Dropdown tab “Results”
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9. Back and Proceed buttons: Analogue as with sub register tabs in the scenario
specific assessment modules (comp. Task D6.1.7). As long as this is only sub
register tab, only an exit (“X”) button may be needed. In case this is the last sub
register tab, clicking ‘next’ (“” button) proceeds to 1st sub register tab “<Module>”. In
case, this is the 1st sub register tab, ‘back’ button (“”) goes to Re-use scenario tab.
10. Button ‘Start/Run Assessment’ starts python script for this module
a. Echo output with INFO/WARNING/ERROR messages produced by the script
according to the other modules (e.g. mmtmini.exe)
b. Result in terms of a graphic file Out.PNG will be written to scenario directory
11. Tab “Results” will show the graph OUT.PNG after successful execution of calculation
engine.

4.5.3 Required additions to site data set
NEW input data files



MESOTES.ini: configuration file with in- and output parameters for the add-on



MESOTES_RISK_backgroundimage.png: Template that serves as background for
plotted result.

Output data files for this module



Out.PNG

Result plot created by Python script

Configuration file parameters
Name of file is MESOTES.ini.

A. MANDATORY parameters



Section [general_parameters]

Add_on_name=MESOTES
N_functions=8



Section [userinput_func_parameters]

# Function values that must be written by the web tool, according to the selected option
buttons: Web tool writes parameter value, python script is accessing in read-only.
# UPDATE 2014: The parameter function[] is currently obsolete due to changes during the
implementation process, see Section 4.6 for details.
function[0] =1,2
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function[1] =1,1
function[2] =2,2
function[3] =0,0
function[4] =2,0
function[5] =0,0
function[6] =0,0
function[7] =2,2
#label strings for the output XY-Points (used by the Python script), these are fix/static.
label[0]=1a
label[1]=1b
label[2]=1c
label[3]=2
label[4]=3a
label[5]=3b
label[6]=3c
label[7]=3d

B. Config file content (including MANDATORY and OPTIONAL parameters:
See config file MESOTES.ini content for explanatory comments regarding mandatory and
optional parameters:


At the moment, the web tool only has to write the parameter values for function[ ]=x,x
at section [userinput_func_parameters] based on option buttons selected by the end
user (see purple font in config, below)



All other mandatory values are read by the Python code and remain static for this
module.



Optional parameters can be skipped (for now), they are based on a conceptual
approach/idea, which were not doable within the limited TIMBRE scope.

# Draft for a config file for the WP6 TIMBRE DSS web tool: Add-On MESOTES
#Concept, Max Morio, Univ. Tübingen, max.morio@uni-tuebingen.de
#
# 2013-7-18/2013-7-24 / 2013-11-28 / 2013-12-02
#Template for parameter file with definition of GUI form elements, 'texts'
to fill the rsp. fields for evaluation of the single functions (i.e., two
assessment criteria for each: (Step 1) assessment of relevance/sensitivity
and (Step 2) Assessment of degree of impact, and finally, the results of
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the user entries in the forms that will feed the calculation engine of the
web tool.
[general_parameters]
# MANDATORY:
# name for the module TAB or TITLE
add_on_name =MESOTES
# number of functions/user interaction fields
n_functions = 8
# OPTIONAL:
function_n_subgroups = 3
# functions go into 3 subgroups, below is defined, which function goes into
which subgroup ( i.e. subframe, or dropdown bar content )
subgroup[0] = {1,2,3}
subgroup[1] = {4}
subgroup[2] = {5,6,7,8}
[form_elements_for_functions]
# OPTIONAL:
#This section is optional!!!
# This could be used for a dynamic add-on implementation, where the
parameters define the add on content of the GUI...
# Here, we define they type of forms
subgroup_forms[0,0]={frm_optButton, 4}, {frm_optButton, 4}
subgroup_forms[0,1]={frm_optButton, 4}, {frm_optButton, 4}
subgroup_forms[1,0]={frm_optButton, 4}, {frm_optButton, 4}
#...
subgroup_forms[2,3]={frm_optButton, 4}, {frm_optButton, 4}
subgroup_heading[1]= " Heading for 1st subgroup"
subgroup_heading[2]= "1b) ..."
#...
function_heading[ 0 ]= " Heading for 1st function, here belongs to subgroup
1: 1a) Function as livelihood and habitat for humans, animals, plants and
microorganisms"
#...
function_heading[ 7 ]= " Heading for 4th function of 3rd subgroup"
[function_gui_content]
function[0,0]={"0; robust: At the present state there are no designations
related to planning law as industrial / commercial area, mixed use area,
housing area or park area. The site is not used as such and the previous
use does not show any clues for a relevance of this soil function.","1,
partly damageable: Text for 2nd option...."", ""3rd option"", ""4th
option"}
function[0,1]={"fulltext of 1st option for 1st function, second step",
"fulltext of 2nd option for 1st function, second step", "fulltext of 3rd
option for 1st function, second step", "fulltext of 4th option for 1st
function, second step"}
function[1,0]="further texts are provided in 121219-LM_MESOTES-Add-on.docx
and can be copied from that word document"
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[function_parameters]
# OPTIONAL:
# defines the number of output parameters per function
n_parameter_perfunction[0]=2
n_parameter_perfunction[1]=2
n_parameter_perfunction[2]=2
n_parameter_perfunction[3]=2
n_parameter_perfunction[4]=2
n_parameter_perfunction[5]=2
n_parameter_perfunction[6]=2
n_parameter_perfunction[7]=2

[userinput_func_parameters]
# MANDATORY:
# this is the section that is written dependent on the user input at the
GUI
# the entries are read by the calculation engine code in order to produce
the image.
# MESOTES calculation engine produces an image, because, the scatterplot
overlays an image template, and we have labels ( which should not
overlap... )
#label string for the output XY-Points (read by the python script), these
are fix/static..
label[0]=1a
label[1]=1b
label[2]=1c
label[3]=2
label[4]=3a
label[5]=3b
label[6]=3c
label[7]=3d
#MANDATORY: Results of user queries (user's option button selections in the
respective step1/2 of the queries)
# written by the web tool, read by the python script.
# note: the parameter function[] below is now OPTIONAL (changed during
implementation process, see Section 4.5.3 and 4.6
function[0] =1,2
function[1] =1,1
function[2] =2,2
function[3] =0,0
function[4] =2,0
function[5] =0,0
function[6] =0,0
function[7] =2,2
# OPTIONAL:
# type of output. If it was just an simple XY-Plot, it could also be
produced directly within the the webtool
#type_of_results=XYPLO" , could be also PIE, SCATTER, BARCHART, or similar,
dependent of what the web tool could do.
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type_of_results=IMAGE

4.6 Web implementation of MESOTES
According to the conceptual description and implementation guide, the web tool has been
implemented as a site specific assessment module.
During implementation, the web tool programmer proposed the following changes:
Instead of writing the end user input into the configuration file MESOTES.ini, the end user
inputs will be passed directly to the calculation engine call (in terms of a call argument). This
allows the first end user to do the first assessment (in this case, end user should be same
person as power user). This assessment is saved for later sessions, regardless of which end
user logs in, afterwards.
-

Advantage: This technique allows to put the add-on specific configuration file
(MESOTES.ini) to the servers script/add-on directory of the web servers backend.
The rest of the MESOTES.ini parameter stay constant, no additional project
specific write access is needed.

-

Advantage: No specific preparations or additions to a site project’s web tool data
set are needed in order to apply this module for a new site project.

-

Disadvantage: Currently, no predefined expert answers can be uploaded together
with the site data set. (As it can be done for the web tool’s module ‘Energy
Potential’, cf. to deliverable D6.1). This functionality can be added, in principle, but
requires some additional efforts.

The implementation of the add-on example module is depicted in the Figures below.
The main screen of the MESOTES add-on tool is placed as a subregister tab within the ‘Site
specific assessment’ tab (Figure 9)
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Figure 9 MESOTES module register tab within site specific assessment tab’s form. Assessment
function tabs and functions drop down panel can be activated by clicking on the respective tab
or dropdown panel.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the first questionnaire of the assessment function. Each
assessment function, accessible by clicking the dropdown panel, consists of two steps where
the end user assign the most suitable of the 4 assessment criteria that are available.
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Figure 10 MESOTES sub register tab, function "Assessment of natural functions",
Questionnaire drop down panel for function 1a is activated..

Figure 11 MESOTES sub register tab, function "Assessment of natural functions" (ctd.).
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The end user has to click through each assessment function and provide a suitable criterion
assignment for each function’s assessment step (see Figure 12).

Figure 12 MESOTES sub register tab, function "Assessment of use functions", Questionnaire
drop down panel for function 3c is activated.

Having the assignment completed, the end user can proceed to the sub register tab ‘Results’
(Figure 13), where he can trigger the assessment results calculation. A click on ‘Start/Run
Assessment’ (Figure 14) starts the calculation engine is started (takes approx.. 1 to 3
seconds), and the output is added to the ‘Results’ tab form (Figure 15).
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Figure 13 MESOTES results sub register tab (before assessment calculation).

Figure 14 Pop window indicates that module's calculation engine produces the assessment
results.

The results will be displayed in terms of a plot matrix that shows the extent of effect vs. the
level of sensitivity for each function that was assessed (Figure 15).
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Figure 15 MESOTES results sub register tab (assessment calculation completed). TODO:
Update figure with final version of web tool implementation!
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5 Annex I: Technical details of MESOTES’ calculation
engine
5.1

Additional requirements

The Python script CalcPlantRisk_v05.py needs the following Python modules:
- NumPy (see http://www.numpy.org/ , or https://pypi.python.org/pypi/numpy ). This should
already be installed, since it is also needed for functioning of the scenario shapefile to ASCII
raster script TIMBREWP6_scenSHP2ASC.py, which is executed before the mmtmini.exe of
the web tool.
- MatPlotLib for Python (must be installed including PIL in case of reading and writing
image
formats
other
than
PNG
for
the
output
image).
See:
http://matplotlib.org/users/installing.html, section ‘Installing on Windows’, and here
http://sourceforge.net/projects/matplotlib/files/matplotlib/ for according binaries to install.

5.2

Call command and usage

General info and usage of TIMBREWP6_AddOnMESOTES_v03.py:
This command line script is intended for the TIMBRE WP6 web tool add-on tool:
It's intended to show some functionalities and proofs of concept for the
MESOTES add-on tool showcase
This script needs--in addition to standard Python v2.x modules-- :
- NumPy (http://www.numpy.org/ , https://pypi.python.org/pypi/numpy).
- MatPlotLib for Python ( including PIL in case of reading and writing other image
format than PNG )
- Future requirement: Only if GEODATA is to be processed: the OGR/GDAL bindings for
Python, see: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/GDAL/ ,
http://download.osgeo.org/gdal/win32/1.5/ ), precompiled binaries for windows are
also available under http://trac.osgeo.org/gdal/wiki/DownloadingGdalBinaries , or
http://www.gisinternals.com/sdk/
July/Nov 2013, Maximilian Morio ( max.morio@uni-tuebingen.de )
Usage: python TIMBREWP6_AddOnMESOTES_v0x.py <datasetpath/mesotes.ini>
<modulespecifFilespath/> <scenpath/out.PNG> [optional:<webapparg=’A:’>]
with arguments:
datasetpath: full path of config file containing user entries of web forms
modulespecifFilespath: path to directory files specific to this calculation engine
(e.g. template image for output generation)
scenpath: output name of results plot graphic ( PNG is default, others can be
determined by giving an extension, e.g., JPG, GIF, PDF. Requires PIL library for
Python’s matplotlib module)
webapparg: optional string argument, which is preceded to the INFO/WARNING/ERROR
output of the script for parsing by the webtool, default is “A:”
Example: python TIMBREWP6_AddOnMESOTES_v0x.py c://webtooldir/moduledir/
c://datasetdirname/mesotes.ini c://userscenariodir/imagename.PNG A:
type option --h or --help for this message!
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Update Jan/Feb 2014: General Info and Usage of TIMBREWP6_AddOnMESOTES_v04.py
This command line script is intended for the TIMBRE WP6 web tool add-on tool:
It's intended to show some functionalities and proofs of concept for the
MESOTES add-on tool showcase
This script needs--in addition to standard Python v2.x modules-- :
- NumPy (http://www.numpy.org/ , https://pypi.python.org/pypi/numpy).
- MatPlotLib for Python ( including PIL in case of reading and writing other image
format than PNG )
- Future requirement: Only if GEODATA is to be processed: the OGR/GDAL bindings for
Python (see: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/GDAL/ ,
http://download.osgeo.org/gdal/win32/1.5/ ), precompiled binaries for windows are
also available under http://trac.osgeo.org/gdal/wiki/DownloadingGdalBinaries , or
http://www.gisinternals.com/sdk/ ),

July/Nov 2013, Maximilian Morio ( max.morio@uni-tuebingen.de )
UPDATE Jan/Feb 2014, Max Morio: call argument changed.
Usage: python TIMBREWP6_AddOnMESOTES_v04.py <datasetpath/mesotes.ini>
<modulespecifFilespath/> <"valuepairstring"> <scenpath/out.PNG>
[optional:<webapparg=’A:’>]
with arguments:
datasetpath: full path of config file containing user entries of web forms
modulespecifFilespath: path to directory files specific to this calculation engine
(e.g. template image for output generation)
valuepairstring: string with value pairs as answered in web tool form. 16 numbers
within quotas, "1,0,0,0,1,2,0,3,1,0,2,1,1,0" represents the 8 answer value pairs.
Each value must be between 0 and 3.
scenpath: output name of results plot graphic (PNG is default, others can be
determined by giving an extension, e.g., JPG, GIF, PDF. Requires PIL library for
Python’s matplotlib module)
webapparg: optional string argument, which is preceded to the
INFO/NOTIFICATION/ERROR output of the script for parsing by the webtool, default is
“A:”
Example: python TIMBREWP6_AddOnMESOTES_v0x.py c://datasetdirname/mesotes.ini
c://webtooldir/addons/mesotes/ "1,0,0,0,1,2,0,3,1,0,2,1,1,0"
c://userscenariodir/imagename.PNG A:
type option --h or --help for this message!

5.3

Calculation engine input files

1. MESOTES.ini: The current data sets add on configuration file (data set directory).
UPDATE 2014: This is now the script’s static configuration file (stored suitable
location in the web tool back end).
2. MESOTES_RISK_backgroundimage.png: Template image, used as background for
plot image output. UPDATE 2014: Located in data set directory (or suitable location
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in the web tool - second call argument of Python script must point to this file):

Figure 16: Template background PNG image for results plot.

5.4

Output files

Figure 17: Results plot (output format defined by call argument, default is *.PNG).
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6 Annex II: MESOTES’ module info
The TIMBRE web based site assessment and re-use planning tool (SAT) provides a brief
overview to each of the assessment modules that gives an idea about the background, the
concept and the objectives of the module. The information that will be linked to the
MESOTES module is given in the box following below.
MESOTES: Identification of environmental risks at contaminated sites
Introduction
The MESOTES tool serves for evaluation of proportionate remediation measures at contaminated brownfields
based on assessment of soil functions in line with German Federal Soil Protection Act (BBodSchG). The system
operates with the classification of the two risk factors 1) Extent of effects and 2) Level of sensibility (depending on
type of reuse) to assess the impairment and relevance of each soil function at the specific site. As a result of
applying MESOTES, the soil functions are ranked into corresponding risk classes, thus proportionate remediation
measures can be deduced in dependence on intended re-use of the site.
Concept of risk-based evaluation framework
The MESOTES method has been developed as part of the framework OPTIRISK for the prediction of risks at
brownfields in Germany. The estimation of risks to the environment is based on the graduation of two risk factors
which are most important to evaluate risks resulting from contaminations at brownfields. These factors take into
due account the principle of proportionality while combining the two factors Extent of effects on protected
resource and re-use specific level of sensibility of protected resource. The web implementation of
MESOTES does focus on soil only. The desktop version also considers surface water and groundwater.
Both of these risk factors are ranked in a four-stage matrix which generates a risk area figured as decision matrix
to deduce appropriate remediation actions (Roselt et al., 2009). The general structure of that matrix illustrates the
picture below.
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With this matrix the risks to protected resources resulting from contaminations are differentiated into 6 risk
classes (RC):
- RC 1: no risk

- RC 3: low risk

- RC 5: high risk

- RC 2: very low risk

- RC 4: mid-level risk

- RC 6: very high risk

Implications for remedial actions accounting for the principle of proportionality
The proportionality of remediation actions depends on the position of the protected resource inside the matrix.
Usually, it is proportionate to remove, to treat, or to remediate acute risks resp. acute hazards (RC 6: very high
risks) as well as high risks (RC 5) and, in most cases, also mid-level risks (RC 4). However, it is disproportionate
to implement remediation actions within the low-level risk area (RC 1, RC 2) if it is ascertained that no hazards
arises from protected resources. In addition, those of the remediation actions which reduce the risks more than
one risk class are often disproportionate, too, with the exception of very high risks (RC 6) (Roselt et al., 2009).
As a result of risk assessment for environmental media the classification of the risks can be summarized in
following matrix. On this basis, appropriate and proportional remediation actions can be inferred for every
protected resource relative to the site specific situation and the intended reuse, as well as related to specific
clean-up standards.
The following figure illustrates the implication for proportionate remediation actions:

Proportionate remediation goals are:





- RC 3 (low risk) → for industrial reuse
- RC 2 (very low risk)
- RC 1 (no risk)

→ for residential reuse

→ for reuse as children’s playground

In most cases the actions involve a reduction of the effect on protected resources (vertical red arrows). Even a
reduction of the sensibility of protected resources as remediation action is possible, for example in terms of reuse
restrictions (horizontal red arrows), also for subareas (Roselt et al., 2009).
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Usually, not all environmental media have the same relevance at a site. For example groundwater resources,
which are used for drinking water production, are protected by law. However, groundwater resources, which are
(only) used for process water supply, are less valuable and subject to less protection. Nevertheless, all
environmental media have a certain importance for the ecosystem (Roselt et al., 2009) and a certain protection,
which needs to be rated to identify the existing risks.
The receptors, which are evaluated with MESOTES, are: soils and their functions, surface waters and
groundwater bodies.
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7 Annex III: Contributors to the report and Disclaimer
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Disclaimer
This document is aimed at assisting brownfield regeneration stakeholders. It is provided for
information purposes only and its contents are not intended to replace consultation of any
applicable legal sources or the necessary advice of a legal expert, where appropriate.

This document has been produced in the context of the TIMBRE Project. The research
leading to these results has received funding from the European Community's Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7 2011-2014) under grant agreement no 265364.

All information in this document is provided "as is" and no guarantee or warranty is given that
the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user, therefore, uses the information at
its sole risk and liability. For the avoidance of all doubts, the European Commission has no
liability in respect of this document, which is merely representing the authors view.
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